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Fellow member of the Executive Board:

The attached report is to be rendered at the Board * 
meeting at conference time. In accordance with the \ 
feelings of several members last year, it seems wise< 
to place it in your hands at this early date, so th* 
you can study it in advance and be prepared to discuss 
it or criticize it understandingly.

Blessings,



UNITY MINISTERS! ASSOCIATION

FROM: The committee delegated to study the possibility and advisability

s ^ t a b l f f n  0Urre"t Etudy material into a new text-book suitable
suitable for use in the Study-Classes of Unity Centers.

TO: The executive Board of the Unity Ministers' Association,

+ w  n ^ + aSjbSal f!\t 1)7 many teachers and leaders in Unity for some time 
T 4 t ^ \ i0el n0t 5aV® a Studentb text-book that is well-adapted to the 

Is u Unlty fundamentals in the Study Class, For this
eason a study has been made during this past year of the pros and cons

a^d S -”**6 Cfeation of a standard revised text-book for Unity study.
thS *hat mi8ht be involved in such a project. Among
r i l T T n  ? r ®  u6en aPProached for their comments are: many expe-
Sctool th=+ty- ^tCh^ E andleaders> individuals in departments at^nity 
School that might ultimately have a part in such a project, disinterested
educators and scholars. Perhaps the main finding has been that it is a

X s e U^lti^t * h°^S many P°ssible pit-falls and many implications 
t T * ®  C?™° ®Ven be for®seen. However there seems to be 

enough.enthusiastic support of the project to warrant taking further

expCTiment^SearCh perhaps even the preparation of a co-oedinated

the u ^ o ^ ^ S  ^  itemiZe S ^  °f ^  P°intS in faTOr

teachi ™ tn'r°i'?id+COnS*lidate and Co-ordinate the chief points in the 
Thish^ u l d fn r ^  m t o  one, two,'or three complete courses of study.
P r P ovJde a clear cut program of study that systematically

thlre w o ^ d  h f  3 StePKf  a J1™ 6’ and at the conclusion of vhich 
there would be the reasonable assurance that the student had received a 
complete course in the Unity teaching. received a

to do thoPioh6^  Unlty 5°°kS’ incomparable as they are, were not prepared 
to do the job they are doing. They are inspirational Writings and

S  krecting o e o b S e?o PS°ple in their time ff need, and
peop le . t0 the UnitY Cachings. But they are not text-books. 

They are organized to present points in a sysFematic manner.------- £22iS£

re ^  Unde^ t00d that at n° time has this committee considered
” “fjt:“f . ibe beachmg, or adding to it or changing it in any way. The

F i l S o r e ^ M 0^ :133̂ ? 11 tovrard. tPe direction of taking the best of Charles 
and nth n +yr w® Flll®oreJ E®ilie Cady, Imelda Shanklin, Lowell Fillmore,
S e  W M n ea0heaS aad “'lt|ers wh0 have add,ed to the consciousness of 
the teaching, and set them down in a atudentfe course of study that
would present the various points in the teachings a step at a time.)

of °^d ™ake for fulfillment of the ideal of many, a uniform course

or the^enter1 w S d ^ b  taS+£ teachines> regardless of the teacher 
1 ’ ^ d b baEed on the same material. It could be divided

VBa° t!1I'Se y ®arE of ®tudy, so that a student who had taken onoor two 
years in another center, could pick up his third year at any Unity Center 
in the country, without feeling that he is starting all over, £ \ a t  he 
is studying an entirely different spiritual philophy.

Vf0'lld ®f,ve the teacher something tangible to teach from and 
would thus strengthen the character of the teaching and do away with 
vagueness, and the rambling, 1 hit-or-miss/,type of classwork which consists
one S e f ^ l 3 ^  °f Uttle talks thafhave little relftilhip w U h  one another and lead nowhere as a specific goal* P



U# It would be a more scholastiK and intellectual approach to study 
and would thus tend to attract into Unity class-work a higher intellectual 
class of student# In the end this would strengthen the entire movement, 
and ultimately would make for attracting better material for leadership#

It would stimulate greater interest in the class-work and study 
of the Unity teaching and this would ultimately increase many-fold the 
work that Unity could and should do# We know that the demonstration of 
health, harmony, and abundance in any life depends upon growth in 
consciousness, the development of a conscious realization of Divine Sonship# 
This can only be acquired by a s i n c e r e  and thorough study and application 
of the teachings of Truth# '

(The students text would not be generally used by those who merely 
read Unity in their homes and occasionally attend services# These 
people would s till continue to find help and inspiration in the many 
fine books and periodicals# It would be stressed, however, to all 
Unity people, that they should at some time complete the course of 
study at the Unity Center.)

And now a few points agairst this change:
1* Fundamentally the danger is in coming to a fixed, final, 

crystallized teaching# It is this point, in its extreme, that is 
the major difference between Unity and Christian Science# The text 
could wellb ecome the Unity "bible”, the infallible source of the 
Unity teachings# Tims might gradually and very subtly undermine the 
lofty Unity ideal of^encouraging each individual to look to the Holy 
Spirit within hinras the infallible guide which will lead him into all 
the Truth#

2# It might tend to discourage the initiative and creative thought 
and effort on the part of the instructor#

3# It might ultimately lead to a mechanical faith# The true purpose 
education is to draw forth from within# One standard text-book used 

universally, might lead the student to feel that the object is to 
memorize or intellectually absorb all its definitions and statements 
as from without# The Truth teaching aims not at asserting spiritual 
propositions tied up in neat parcels, but at unearthing principles that 
demonstrate themselves#

During the past year both in Boston and in Detroit an experiment 
has been conducted in this direction# A course has been given in the 
teachings of Charles Fillmore# These courses were organized by local 
teachers unknown to each other: Edward Knotts in Boston, and Eve Edeen
in Detroit# They consisted of an organization of all Charles Fillmorefs 
teachings from his many books, pamphlets and other writings into one syste
matic course of study# The results were very gratifying. It had been 
felt that following the suggested "Uniform Study Course" as given in the 
U.M.A. Manual, limiting the second year to simply Christian Healing or 
Talks on Truth did not truly give allof Charles Fillmore or do justice 
to his thorough coverage of metaphysics through his life-time of writing; 
nor did it offer a comprehensive enough advanced course in Unity for 
students who had completed the first year "Lessons in Truth#w It was 
believed that there has been too much over-lapping and repetition while 
at the same time so many important subjects and points were not covered#
The results of these classes in Boston and Detroit, merely p o i n t e d t h e  
fact that it could be done and that it proved of inestimable value to the 
students#



It has not been possible to arrive at any conclusion in this 
year of consideration of the subject. Perhaps it should not be the 
prerogative of such a committee as this to form a conclusion. But 
one recommendation is offered* not by the committee as a whole* but 
by one member of iti

Inasmuch as there are still points concerning the revised Unity 
uext-book idea that are uncertain* and inasmuch as such a project would 
be lengthy and costly* it is suggested that a step along the way would 
be to work out a Teachers Lesson Plan for the teaching of the fundamentals 
of Unity, This would amplify the experiment into a more wide-spread 
application which could lead to the complete text-book in time if it 
is deemed fe^sj^^e. It could very well serve a valuable permanent purpose 
in its own''^£ray even if the text-book plan is abandoned,

A lesson plan is nothing new in the educational field. It has 
long been the recommended form of standardized teaching. It consists 

yie- a co-ordination of a course of study in any particular field* and 
broken down into individual outlines for each class hour to be taught.
Each outline contains the overall aim to be working for* and the specific 
points to be covered. It incites the^many references for teacher 
preparation^ and foKStudent at.teachers discretion, it includes many 
additional items of 'inter'" st tnat would assist the instructor in adequately 
covering the subject. The course is so planned that every point considered 
fundamental in the final goal is covered somewhere as a part of a daily 
unit.

Briefly this would be the application in Unity teaching*
A committee would be formed* chosen from experienced Unity teachers 

and supplemented by representatives from the Training School, Corres
pondence School Department* and perhaps Editorial Department of Unity 
School* J-his committee should sit together for at least a week* longer 
if possible* a xormulate the system of dividing the entire Unity teaching 
material into three units (or whatever number of year’s work agreed upon) 
and then each unit would be divided into 2h lessons* with each lesson 
outlined and made the source of one hour’s class in the entire co-ordinated 
plan,

T M s  Lesson Plan would work toward the same end as the Text-book, but 
it would have added advantages. It would outline each hour’s lesson, 
the main points in the teaching that are to be stressed, the selected 
sources within Unity material as references both for Teacher and student, 
it would give possible outside references that might supplement the material*" 
It would give such valuable things from the experience of other teachers 
as blackboard illustrations, stories, quotations, etc. It would also 
give questions for written work based upon the material covered in the 
hours lesson material. In other words the particular lesson unit might 
be on the subject "The Spoken Word”, It might refer to a chapter by 
Charles Fillmore* a paragraph in "What Are you" by Imelda Shanklin, 
a page out of "Lessons in Truth" by Emilie Cady* etc. But the aim would 
be toward motivated instruction in the related points as outlined in the 
plan,

Now this Lesson Plan would be for Teacher use only. It would not 
eliminate his personal preparation. It itfould merely give him the basis 
of preparation directed toward a definite goal for the day. Sometimes 
this sort of Lesson Plan has been referred to as a "Resource Unit," the 
pooled judgments and experiences of many teachers used to build a 
"frame of references". It is merely suggestive in content and arrangement.



The co-ordination of the "Lesson Plan" will help the teacher to 
thoroughly coyer the entire teaching and all the points in it. It 
will not elimii^jse the Unity books which now are used. It will not 
interfere with/sal/es of Unity literature* As a matter of fact it 
might increase them* It will mean that there will be several texts 
for each class and the stress will be  toward each student getting a complete 
Reference library of Unity books*

With this kind of teaching, we would gradually come to the standardi
zation that we have been talking about3 and it would make possible 
the type of Accredited Study in the Center that we tried unsuccessfully 
a few years a go* The reason for the failure was that we could never 
be sure that each student had studied the same material.

This Lesson Plan could be tried out in a one year course of funda
mentals and then expanded, if it proves successful, to a course of 
three years that would cover all phases of the teaching including the 
study of the Bible and its interpretation*

The use of a complete "Lessons Plan" for a three year course, 
would make possible not only a uniform course of study and a Standardized 
teaching, but it would also make possible a uniform certificate for use 
in Centers. This would not conflict with the Training School work. The 
Study program of the Training School would be a more advanced work and 
much more intensive* It would insure far better preparation for students 
going on into the Training School - and would allow for a broadening out 
into more detailed courses of study for those who have the three year 
certificate from the center which would show that the student has a good 
fundamental background in the Unity teachings.

This need not conflict with the Unity Correspondence Course, though/ 
it is likely, in frankness, that it might necessitate revision and ' 
expansion of the scope of the course*

The use of the Lesson Plan in Centers would have many advantages to 
Center leaders*

1 . It would make it much easier to start newteachers out in the 
study class work, for you would have something definite to give 
them* And you would be reasonably certain that the class would 
be guided in the right pathway,
2* It would accomplish what to some is extremely important, 
standardization without crystallization* It would outline the 
program that would lead toward the fulfillment of adequate 
teaching, but it would still leave the teacher free to express 
his own amplification of the steps to be covered, H& could take 

his own route so long as he reached Chicago, or Dallas, or San Fran
cisco in the next hour.

3* It would make substitution verv easy. One teacher could take 
the class for another on a moments notice. And there would be a 
reasonable as5urance that the class would be carried on in somewhat 
the same manner as with the regular teacher.

The Unity movement is growing up. lie are all conscious of the many 
needs for improvement of our methods and our means. It is sincerely 
believed that this plan would prove to be a great s tep forward and onward 
in the great work that Unity is doing and will continue to do throughout 
the world*

Committee: Eric Butterraorth
John Lee Baughman 
Fannie Baldwin


